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Abstract 

Market liquidity plays an important role in financial markets, both in asset pricing and in 

capital allocation, and it contributes to the stability and the efficient functioning of the 

financial system. Since recent financial turbulences, market participants and regulatory 

authorities have been increasing their interest in this subject. In response to the recent 

crisis, central banks have loosened monetary policy through both conventional and 

unconventional policy measures. This work aims to assess the impact of recent monetary 

policy developments in the liquidity of the Euro-area sovereign bond secondary market. 

A panel data model is employed to analyse the drivers of market liquidity and understand 

to what extent it has been affected by the stance of monetary policy, measured by a 

shadow-short rate. The results indicate that European Central Bank monetary policy, 

measured by a shadow-short rate, has not been significant in reducing the illiquidity costs, 

except for Portugal and Spain. Also, the work finds that European bond liquidity is driven 

by some bond-specific characteristics as well as some financial market conditions. 
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1 Introduction 

Following the Great Recession and later the European sovereign debt crisis, the European 

markets have been affected by several structural changes, such as regulatory reforms, 

alongside cyclical factors, which may have altered market conditions. 

The European sovereign debt crisis started when several Euro-area member states were 

unable to pay or refinance their government debt. At its centre were the GIIPS countries 

(Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain), that faced a series of credit-rating 

downgrades. This crisis spread instability throughout the Euro area (EA) and 

consequently sovereign bond yields spiked to unsustainable levels, which created serious 

hurdles in placing debt issuances. The banking system was also affected as major 

European banks held large amounts of periphery sovereign debt, extending it into a 

banking crisis. Even core countries were threatened, such as France and Germany, and 

some periphery countries have handled troika interventions, namely Greece, Ireland and 

Portugal.  

Consequently, the European Central Bank (ECB, henceforth) started a series of policy 

actions to tackle the financial instability and to avoid more serious and widespread effects 

across the entire monetary area, of which some are still in place today. A zero interest-

rate policy (ZIRP) was followed by bringing nominal rates to very low levels. However, 

it is well understood that policy rates cannot be lowered further under the zero-lower 

bound (ZLB) environment and it becomes more difficult to stabilise inflation using 

conventional policies. To that end, nonstandard policy measures, best known as 

unconventional monetary policy programmes, emerged to address the risks of an 

excessively extended period of low inflation, which conform to the ECB’s mandate at 

maintaining inflation rates “below, but close to, 2% over the medium term”. These actions 

included various security purchase programmes. The Covered Bond Purchase 

Programmes started in 2009 (CBPP1) and were extended in 2011 (CBPP2) and in 2016 

(CBPP3); they largely aimed at easing the funding conditions for the banking sector and 

avoiding a liquidity squeeze. Beyond specifically intended measures for banking 

institutions, the Securities Markets Programme (SMP) began in 2010 to ensure depth and 

liquidity in dysfunctional market segments, and the Longer-Term Refinancing Operations 

(LTROs) in 2011 to prevent banks from facing liquidity constraints. In July 2012, the EA 
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was on the verge of collapse and ECB’s President unveiled the power of words in his 

famous “whatever it takes” speech by hinting the potential for new measures to address 

the sovereign debt crisis. A week after this speech, the ECB announced a programme to 

buy its distressed countries’ sovereign bonds known as the Outright Monetary 

Transactions (OMT), aimed to safeguard the singleness and the appropriate functioning 

of monetary policy transmission mechanism, including acting as an insurance against 

redenomination risk. Later, the forward guidance1 was introduced in 2013 and two series 

of Targeted Longer-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTROs) were launched in 2014 and 

in 2016, to provide funding at attractive conditions to further ease private sector credit 

and stimulate bank lending to the real economy2. The ECB initiated the expanded Asset 

Purchase Programme (APP) in 2015, which encompassed the existing CBPP3 and the 

Asset-Backed Securities Purchased Programme (ABSPP) and introduced the Public 

Sector Purchase Programme (PSPP); in 2016, it was complemented by the new Corporate 

Sector Purchase Programme (CSPP). The APP was targeted both at lowering long-term 

bond yields via demand increase and at reducing interest-rate risks, thus incentivising 

market participants to rebalance their assets towards riskier ones; it also increased the 

amount of central bank liquidity in the banking system pushing short-term money market 

rates close to the deposit facility rate (DFR), which contributed to lower the term premium 

and encouraged banks to increase its lending. Moreover, the calendar-based guidance on 

the duration of the purchases contributes to strengthening of the so-called forward 

guidance. 

Hereupon, market participants and regulatory authorities have increased their interest in 

market liquidity since turmoil emerged in financial markets. Specifically, a persistent 

decrease in liquidity could be perceived as a vulnerability to financial disturbances. For 

instance, Tradeweb, a global marketplace for electronic trading, has recently been 

developing a benchmark of liquidity in response to an increased focus on transaction costs 

and regulatory scrutiny on transparency in fixed-income markets. Central banks have also 

increased their attention to these issues due to their role as monetary authorities: market 

liquidity connects the transmission of monetary policy, the yield curve and financial asset 

prices; contributes to the stability of the financial system, and it is largely desirable 

 
1 According to European Central Bank (2014), forward guidance implies providing information about future 

monetary policy intentions, based on its assessment of the outlook for price stability. 
2 See Alvarez et al. (2017). 
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because of the multiple benefits it offers, including improved capital allocation and 

information efficiency. In this regard, they have a crucial interest in assessing liquidity 

conditions and the drivers that affect their robustness during episodes of market stress as 

well as understanding its dynamics to ensure orderly functioning financial markets. For 

instance, ECB (2019) has acknowledged the increasing need to closely monitor the 

liquidity of sovereign bond markets since the launch of quantitative easing (QE). Market 

participants use government bonds to hedge positions and to speculate because of their 

high degree of liquidity, hence helping to make them a hedging vehicle and a reliable 

benchmark for pricing other securities. In general, a financial asset is considered liquid if 

it can quickly be traded in large amounts, at low cost, and without unduly affecting its 

price. Poor liquidity is likely to impose significant costs on investors, who would not be 

willing to buy if they would face significant costs when selling back, thus restraining their 

investments and ultimately on savers and the real economy. 

This work aims to examine market liquidity across Euro-area sovereign bond secondary 

market through a longitudinal study. Using panel data allows to control for unobservable 

variables and provides a more accurate inference of model parameters.  The sample 

covers a relatively long period, from January 2010 to December 2018, which includes the 

financial and sovereign bond crises as well as the implementation of nonstandard 

monetary policy measures. The questions addressed in this research are the following: Do 

central banks have a crucial role in bond market liquidity through monetary policy? And 

does this effect significantly change across countries in the Euro area? 

The contribution to the literature is twofold: firstly, the analysis for the Euro area provides 

a rich cross-country analysis to investigate market liquidity and its drivers and secondly, 

the use of a shadow rate to measure the stance of monetary policy is unprecedented in 

liquidity studies. The main results are the following. Higher outstanding amounts are a 

significant factor in terms of bond liquidity and the sensitivity to bond’s age has non-

linear effects. The expectation that dovish policies would ease liquidity conditions is not 

validated, except for Portugal and Spain. Germany and Belgium are the countries more 

painfully affected (in terms of bid-ask spreads) by accommodative stances of policy. 

This work is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework of market 

liquidity and the relevant literature on the topic as well as on the unconventional monetary 

policy. Section 3 briefly reviews liquidity indicators, introduces the model, explains the 
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empirical methodology employed, provides summary statistics, and offers a description 

of the dataset. Section 4 presents and discusses the empirical results while Section 5 offers 

concluding remarks. 
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2 Literature review and theoretical framework 

A growing literature has been dedicated towards the analysis of the recent unconventional 

monetary policy implementations in major economies. The success of central banks at 

boosting the effective policy transmission and at reducing sovereign yields appears to be 

well established. Nonstandard measures, including central bank forward guidance, have 

supported bond valuations and reduced volatility in many fixed-income markets. 

Christensen and Rudebusch (2012) show that yields on government bonds have declined 

following the announcements by the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England to buy 

longer-term sovereign debt and that U.S. yield drops largely reflected policy expectations 

whereas in the U.K. it was due to reduced term premiums. Krishnamurthy and Vissing-

Jorgensen (2011) suggest that QE’s impact on interest rates depends significantly on 

which assets are purchased and denote that credit-default and inflation swaps can offer 

important contributions to macroeconomic assessment. Pereira (2016) finds that 

monetary stimulus conducted by the ECB had a significant effect on lowering the real 

and nominal long-term interest rates. In related research, Gambetti and Musso (2017) 

argue that the APP had a substantial upward contribution to both real Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) and Harmonised Indices of Consumer Prices (HICP) inflation. 

Additionally, the later authors identify several transmission channels through which QE 

can potentially influence interest rates, such as portfolio rebalancing, exchange rate or 

signalling channels. Hausken and Ncube (2013) also point out the liquidity premia 

channel, which may only persist while the asset purchases are being conducted. BIS 

(2016) claims that central banks’ policies have supported market liquidity and conjectures 

about its adjustments during future monetary normalisation. 

Market liquidity is a multi-dimensional and a latent concept. Baker (1996) advocates that 

“there is no single unambiguous, theoretically correct or universally accepted definition 

of liquidity”. Foucault et al. (2013) considers a market liquid when securities can be easily 

traded at very low transactions costs and large amounts are executed without adversely 

affecting market prices. This is in line with the definitions provided either by Crockett 

(2008) or Engle and Lange (1997). Sarr and Lybek (2002) claim that liquid assets have 

small transaction costs, easy trading and timely settlement. On the contrary, market 

illiquidity hampers the matching of demand and supply and concerns to the difficulty to 
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trade an asset, thus being an implicit cost priced in the security. From the point of view 

of De Renzis et al. (2018), the illiquidity cost rises with risk appetite, funding costs, price 

discovery, transactions costs and transition time. Borio (2000) reports that markets may 

look artificially liquid in the run-up to financial crises, thus comforting investors into a 

false sense of security when leveraged strategies are paying-off. BIS (2016) considers 

unconventional monetary policy as one of the main drivers of recent developments in 

liquidity along with dealer deleveraging and expansion of electronic trading. 

Sarr and Lybek (2002) distinguish several types of liquidity. Asset’s market liquidity 

regards to the easiness of how large volumes of an asset can be quickly disposed at a 

reasonable price while financial market’s liquidity denotes the exchangeability among the 

different assets traded in a specific market and how liquid they are. Also, institutional 

liquidity concerns to how fast financial institutions can manage asset-liability mismatches 

and meet their settlement responsibilities. For the purpose of this project, we investigate 

asset’s market liquidity to assess the impacts from the unconventional monetary 

interventions. 

Kyle (1985) assesses liquidity on three dimensions: tightness, depth and resilience. 

Tightness refers to executing transactions at low transactions costs, namely the gap 

between bid and ask prices in a quote-driven market3, i.e. the cost of a position reversal 

at short notice. Depth denotes the existence of plentiful orders, both below and above the 

market price and can be implicitly proxied by trading volumes. Resilience is shown by 

the ease of price restoration to the equilibrium after a shock because of temporary order 

imbalances. De Renzis et al. (2018) advocate that liquidity is also measured across 

immediacy and breadth. Immediacy concerns the speed with which orders can be 

executed and settled, hence reflects the efficiency of trading and clearing systems. 

Breadth is the ability to execute large volumes with little price impact. Borio (2000) 

claims that “there may be a trade-off between these various dimensions”. For example, 

competition among market-makers can improve tightness by reducing bid-ask spreads; 

however, this decreases profitability, thus leading to capital withdrawal from market-

maker activity and consequently to depth deterioration. Notwithstanding, Sarr and Lybek 

 
3 In quote-driven markets, traders use bid and ask prices quoted by dealers/market makers (over-the-

counter), whereas order-driven markets work on matching orders on an electronic trading system, 

displaying all the orders of both buyers and sellers as well as its details. Nevertheless, order execution is 

not guaranteed on the later one. 
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(2002) claim these dimensions may overlap to some degree and no single liquidity 

measure can unequivocally quantify any of them. BIS (2016) points out such measures 

are usually only available for centralised markets and/or if comprehensive data is 

collected, i.e. those that are considered the most liquid. Also, the importance of liquidity 

characteristics may change over time: during times of stability, the perception of an asset's 

liquidity may primarily reflect transaction costs while during periods of stress and 

significantly changing fundamentals price discovery and adjustment to a new equilibrium 

becomes much more important. Engle et al. (2012) document that depth declines sharply 

during the crisis and it exhibits a negative feedback relationship with price volatility. 

Darbha and Dufour (2013) study bond’s intrinsic characteristics, from which some 

indirect measures are constructed. In related research, Galliani et al. (2014) found 

European bond liquidity to be significantly affected by duration, rating, amount issued 

and time to maturity.  

Liquidity indicators based on bond yield differential have also been proposed. Borio 

(2000) suggests that imbalances between supply of and demand for market liquidity 

cannot be explained using direct measures but instead indirectly through relative yields 

on securities. The author suggests that, during flight-to-quality movements, i.e. when 

investors seek safer investments instead of high-risk ones, the imbalances are high and 

liquidity premiums increase and consequently the returns required on most liquid 

securities reduce relatively to the least liquid ones. Using EA data, Favero et al. (2010) 

conclude that investors value liquidity less in the absence of attractive alternative 

investment opportunities. Darbha and Dufour (2013) advocate that the gap between bond 

yields and risk-free rate can be fragmented in credit and liquidity components. The credit 

component rewards for the risk that the issuer fails to make the required payments and 

the liquidity one compensates for the risk of the asset not being easily converted into cash 

for its fair market value. Beber et al. (2009) analyse the EA sovereign bond market and 

conclude that both liquidity and credit quality are important to explain yield spreads, but 

in times of market stress investors chase liquidity, not credit quality. Pasquariello and 

Vega (2009) examine liquidity differentials between on-the-run4 and off-the-run U.S. 

Treasury bonds (identical credit component) and find them to be significant, after 

 
4 An on-the-run security is the most recently issued of a particular maturity. Conversely, older securities 

already issued are called off-the-run. 
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controlling for several bonds’ inherent characteristics. Similarly, Goldreich et al. (2005) 

examine price differences between on-the-runs and off-the-runs, concluding for the bond 

yield differential to be more dependent on the expected future liquidity over the residual 

period rather than its current liquidity. Also, Longstaff (2004) supports the existence of a 

substantial flight-to-liquidity premium in the Treasury bond prices. The author compares 

the prices of government and quasi-government bonds (agencies guaranteed by the 

government with the same default-free spread) and fully imputes the prices differences to 

liquidity. 

Furthermore, Christensen and Guillan (2018) argue that large-scale asset purchase 

programmes can reduce price frictions and improve financial market functioning by 

reducing liquidity premiums through a liquidity channel. By introducing a large 

committed buyer with deep pockets into the financial markets (central bank), QE 

programmes increase the bargaining power of sellers relative to buyers and the former 

are less likely to be squeezed during the purchases, which makes them to accept lower 

liquidity premiums in the targeted securities. To that end, these authors conceived the 

premium to be proxied by the difference between inflation swap rates (ISR) and 

breakeven inflation (BEI) to quantify the market frictions for the swaps and Treasury 

inflation-protected securities (TIPS). In a frictionless environment, ISR would equal BEI 

under no arbitrage opportunities as buying a nominal security would correspond to buying 

a real bond and selling an inflation swap contract, for the same maturity. They conclude 

their measure averages about 10 basis points lower than expected, thus resulting that QE 

can improve market liquidity. Nonetheless, other metrics could be used. Kandrac and 

Schlusche (2013) examine bid-ask spreads to investigate the effects of Fed programmes 

on U.S. Treasury bonds and test for the presence of flow effects in both price and liquidity, 

but do not find any significant results. 

Finally, this work departs from previous literature by using the shadow short rate (SSR) 

calculated by Krippner (2015) as a metric for the stance of monetary policy, even when 

short rates hit the lower bound and central banks turn to unconventional measures. 

Because nominal interest rates have been constrained by the ZLB for a prolonged period, 

many authors have proposed alternative measures to represent the short-term policy rate 

based on the shadow-rate methodology. Wu and Xia (2016) develops an analytical 

approximation for the forward rate in the shadow-rate term structure model. In contrast 
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with other specifications, De Rezende and Ristiniemi (2018) propose a shadow rate that 

does not necessarily equal the observed rate when the lower bound is not binding. 

Nevertheless, both Christensen and Rudebusch (2013) and Bauer and Rudebusch (2013) 

argue SSR estimates to be significantly sensitive to the model specifications, data and 

method used for estimation. Therefore, Krippner (2015) derives a ZLB term structure 

from the generic continuous-time Gaussian affine term structure model (GATSM) of the 

yield curve, in which rates are modelled as options. By valuing the option on holding 

physical currency, the author has produced a theoretical rate that would hold if there was 

no physical currency available, i.e. creating a more robust measure that is less subject to 

variation with modelling choices. 
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3 Discussion of the topic 

This chapter has three main strands: firstly, it briefly assesses liquidity indicators; 

secondly, it provides a full description of the data, as well as its sources and properties; 

lastly, it presents the methodology employed, including econometric considerations. 

 

Market liquidity indicators 

A broad overview of liquidity indicators is given by Galliani et al. (2014) and CMVM 

(2013). Sarr and Lybek (2002) classify these indicators into four categories: transaction-

cost, volume-based, equilibrium price-based and market-impact measures.  

For the econometric exercise of this research, market liquidity is proxied by the bid-ask 

spread. Fleming (2003) considers bid-ask spread a commonly used proxy for assessing 

and tracking market liquidity. It is an order-based measure, corresponds to the amount by 

which ask price exceeds the bid price and can easily be calculated, in percentage terms, 

as the difference between the ask quote and the bid quote divided by the mid one (or the 

average of both). Ask price corresponds to the highest price that a buyer is willing to pay 

for an asset. Bid price corresponds to the lowest price that a seller is willing to accept for 

an asset. Price takers buy at the ask and sell at the bid whereas market makers buy at the 

bid and sell at the ask, thus representing the compensation for the risk of market-making.  

According to Sarr and Lybek (2002), bid-ask spread is an implicit transaction-cost 

measure that reflects order-processing, asymmetric-information, inventory-carrying and 

oligopolistic market structure costs; it is mainly associated with tightness, but as the 

number of participants depend on transaction costs it also influences breadth and depth.  

Bid-ask spread differs from one asset or market to another mainly due to their liquidity 

characteristics and the most liquid ones tend to exhibit tighter spreads. Nevertheless, a 

drawback of this proxy is that it only measures the cost of executing a single trade of 

limited size, since bid and ask quotes are good for limited amounts. 
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Data 

A thorough description of data and its related issues are provided below.  

A large sample of EA sovereign bonds (excluding money-market bills, floating-rate, 

inflation-linked and perpetual ones) is used for the period comprised between 1st January 

2010 and 31st December 2018. The period analysed covers the financial and sovereign 

bond crises as well as the implementation of nonstandard monetary policy measures. It 

covers 2 347 weekdays and, after excluding 37 holidays, 2 310 trading days were retained.  

The data is extracted from Bloomberg data service, which provides historical end-of-day 

financial data. Most authors presented in the literature have extracted data from MTS 

market database, the largest electronic fixed-income wholesale interdealer platform for 

EA sovereign debt securities. Unfortunately, under the scope of this project there was no 

available access to this database. Also, Tradeweb Liquidity Index is highly confidential 

and constitutes non-public information. From the several pricing sources available, the 

considered one is the Composite Bloomberg Bond Trader (CBBT), which combines the 

most relevant executable quotations on fixed-income trading, thus giving a reasonable 

indication of price execution.  

The sample includes daily data for 77 bond securities from the countries that are the most 

representative for the EA, i.e. the eight ones with the highest market-issued total debt, as 

detailed in Table 1 – 6 bonds from Austria (AT), 4 from Belgium (BE), 11 from Germany 

(DE), 8 from Spain (ES), 19 from France (FR), 20 from Italy (IT), 5 from the Netherlands 

(NL) and 4 from Portugal (PT). IT and FR have the largest number of bonds throughout 

the sample while PT and BE have the lowest. The selected securities are the ones older 

than January 2010 and with maturity date after 2018, hence making them observable for 

all days. From this sample not only end-of-day bid and ask prices are extracted to compute 

bid-ask spreads, but also issue dates to estimate the age of each bond and the amount 

outstanding, all for each day. These constitute longitudinal data and three balanced 

panels, as each bond is observed every day, presenting 177 870 observations. Similarly, 

time-series variables such as three-month volatility, three-month Euribor and three-month 

OIS rate are extracted from Bloomberg; the latter two has 2 310 observations each while 

the former has 2 291. Moreover, the five-year generic government bond indices to proxy 

the credit risk of each country totalizes 18 480 observations. 
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Table 1 - Market-issued sovereign debt in the Euro area. 

Country Bloomberg Ticker Names Total debt Total issues 

Weighted 

Average 

Maturity 

Austria (AT) RAGB/AUST/RATB 226,539 79 10.26 

Belgium (BE) BGB/BELG/BGTB 373,876 83 10.06 

Cyprus (CY) CYPGB/CYPRUS/CYPTB 12,401 33 6.54 

Germany (DE) DBR/OBL/BKO/BUBILL 1,043,713 62 6.89 

Greece (EL) GGB/GREECE/GTB 16,189 15 3.01 

Estonia (EE) ESTONI/HVITUS 0 0 0 

Spain (ES) SPGB/SPAIN/SGLT 920,269 69 7.66 

Finland (FI) RFGB/FINL/RFTB 105,569 33 6.52 

France (FR) FRTR/BTF 1,809,822 95 7.93 

Ireland (IE) IRISH/IRELND/IRTB 142,432 41 10.12 

Italy (IT) BTPS/ITALY/ICTZ/BOTS 1,851,831 175 6.99 

Lithuania (LT) LITHGB/LITHUN/LITHTB 13,574 30 6.14 

Luxembourg (LU) LGB/LBSUK 8,250 7 5.15 

Latvia (LV) LATVGB/LATVIA/LATVTB 9,054 19 9.85 

Malta (MT) MALTA/MALTTB 28,196 84 1.74 

The Netherlands (NL) NETHER/DTB 307,187 31 7.4 

Portugal (PT) PGB/PORTUG/PORTB 160,142 34 6.28 

Slovenia (SI) SLOREP/SLOVEN/SLVNTB 27,098 19 9.63 

Slovakia (SK) SLOVGB/SLOVAK/SLOVTB 41,375 31 8.83 

Note: Information accessed on 17th May. Total debt refers to market-issued debt in EUR millions and Weighted 

Average Maturity in years. It does not include inflation-linked, retail bonds, STRIPs or government agencies 

guaranteed debt. A significant part of some countries' debt (e.g. Greece) is owned by international organizations, such 

as IMF or ESM, and is not publicly-traded. 
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Methodology 

This section presents the methodology applied. Several approaches used for market 

liquidity were developed in the literature review. The one implemented by Christensen 

and Guillan (2018) using liquidity premiums and TIPS, although a peculiar one, is 

unfeasible for the EA case: the lower number of inflation-linked bonds (colloquially 

known as linkers) hampers the maturity matching with the inflation swaps, which arises 

a substantial objection. Unlike the United States where linkers are plenty, this method 

would necessarily compare them with swaps of significantly different maturities due to 

the lack of maturity dates multiplicity. Despite authors encourage others to undertake this 

research in the EA, it would misrepresent eventual price frictions. Also, studying liquidity 

differentials between on-the-run and off-the-run securities would inevitably face maturity 

mismatches because of the few number of bonds relatively to the United States.  

The econometric approach implemented in this research follows the model presented by 

De Renzis et al. (2018). These authors use two different explained variables: a composite 

illiquidity indicator constructed by the authors and the bid-ask spread. Due to data 

availability, this exercise will run only on bid-ask spread, as previously mentioned.  

Their strategy follows the approach implemented by Galliani et al. (2014), which assumes 

liquidity to be affected by bond-intrinsic characteristics and broad financial market 

conditions. Darbha and Dufour (2013) advocate that liquidity has usually been measured 

by bonds’ characteristics, such as age, following Sarig and Warga’s (1989) suggestion 

that the most recently issued bonds have higher liquidity than other bonds for the same 

maturity. Over the bond’s life, an increasing portion of its outstanding is carried in buy-

and-hold portfolios until its maturity, which in fact reduces its availability for secondary 

market trading and ultimately affects its liquidity. Gehde-Trapp et al. (2017) reports that 

transaction volume, a liquidity proxy, is hump-shaped as bonds age, anticipating a non-

linear connection. For bond-specific characteristics, this exercise also considers the 

amount outstanding, following the considerations presented in Galliani et al. (2014). For 

financial conditions, the model allows to control for market volatility/uncertainty, market 

stress and the bond’s country credit risk. To assess the impact of ECB’s unconventional 

monetary measures on sovereign bond market liquidity, De Renzis et al. (2014) include 

a dummy variable that takes the value of one after the start of PSPP. However, several 

other programmes were employed even before the PSPP being launched and the ECB has 
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changed the monthly purchases amount over the programme period, which are not 

reflected in the dummy. For this reason, this exercise departs from their methodology and 

considers the shadow short rate (SSR) as a metric for the stance of monetary policy in the 

EA, which takes those effects into account. This corresponds to model specified in the 

equation (1).  

Additionally, a vector of seven interaction terms is added to capture country effects of the 

shadow rate. The SSR and country dummy variables are multiplied together producing 

the respective country adjustments to the slope coefficient on the SSR alone. This 

corresponds to model specified in the equation (2).  

Similarly, the specification of equation (3) is built to isolate the effects of the SSR in 

liquidity in the north (AT/BE/DE/NL) and in the south (ES/FR/IT/PT). 

Employing a panel data analysis, the unobserved effects of the cross-sectional unit 

(bonds) can be estimated using fixed effects (FE), providing a more accurate inference of 

model parameters. These unobserved characteristics (intrinsic of each bond), that are not 

considered by the other explanatory variables, may be the maturity (that result in different 

risk levels) or the country market. The model accounts for heteroscedasticity by using 

Huber-White robust estimates of the standard errors. The study uses the following 

specifications: 

𝑴𝒌𝒕𝑳𝒊𝒒𝒊𝒕 = ∝ + 𝜹𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕 + 𝝑𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕
𝟐 + 𝜽𝑨𝒎𝒕𝒊𝒕  +  𝜷𝑺𝑺𝑹𝒕 +  𝜸𝒎𝒌𝒕𝒕 + 𝒘𝒊 + 𝜺𝟏𝒊𝒕 (1) 

𝑴𝒌𝒕𝑳𝒊𝒒𝒊𝒕 = ∝ + 𝜹𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕 + 𝝑𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕
𝟐 + 𝜽𝑨𝒎𝒕𝒊𝒕  +  𝜷𝑺𝑺𝑹𝒕 +  𝝋𝑫𝒄 ∗ 𝑺𝑺𝑹𝒕 +  𝜸𝒎𝒌𝒕𝒕 + 𝒘𝒊 + 𝜺𝟐𝒊𝒕 (2) 

𝑴𝒌𝒕𝑳𝒊𝒒𝒊𝒕 = ∝ + 𝜹𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕 + 𝝑𝑨𝒈𝒆𝒊𝒕
𝟐 + 𝜽𝑨𝒎𝒕𝒊𝒕  +  𝜷𝑺𝑺𝑹𝒕 +  𝝋𝑫𝒈 ∗ 𝑺𝑺𝑹𝒕 +  𝜸𝒎𝒌𝒕𝒕 + 𝒘𝒊 + 𝜺𝟑𝒊𝒕 (3) 

where i = 1,…, N represents the cross-sectional unit (bond), t = 1,…, T denotes the time 

period and c = 1,…, C denotes the country of the bond. 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑡 corresponds to the bid-

ask spread (percentage terms); 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡 represents the age of the bond (years); 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑡
2  is the 

square of the age, allowing for a non-linear connection; 𝐴𝑚𝑡𝑖𝑡 corresponds to the 

logarithm of the outstanding amount of each bond (EUR millions); 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡 is the Krippner’s 

shadow-short rate (percentage points), which aims to measure the stance of monetary 

policy; 𝐷𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡 is the vector of interaction terms, where 𝐷𝑐 corresponds to the vector 

of seven country-specific dummy variables (all countries except DE): e.g. 𝐷1 is the 

dummy variable that takes the value of one for all observations on the first country in the 
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sample and zero otherwise, and so on; 𝐷𝑔 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡 represents the multiplication of the 

dummy variable for the group of North Europe (takes the value of one if the country is 

AT, BE, DE or NL and zero otherwise) by the SSR;  𝑚𝑘𝑡𝑡 is the vector of market controls 

that includes: EURO STOXX 50 Volatility Index VSTOXX, based on EURO STOXX 50 

Index options, that aims to measure volatility in the EA through options implied volatility; 

INTERBANK MARKET STRESS, defined as the spread between the three-month Euribor 

and the three-month Overnight Index Swap (OIS) rate, aims to measure the degree of 

tension in the interbank market (De Renzis et al. (2014) use this variable as a dummy one, 

that takes the value of one if the spread exceeds its median and zero otherwise; however, 

using the spread allows the model to be more sensitive to its path); and CREDIT RISK for 

each country, computed as the spread of its five-year generic government bond and the 

German one, considering the German five-year Bobl as the credit risk-free asset. 𝑤𝑖 

corresponds to unobserved characteristics for each bond that do not vary over time. 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is 

the idiosyncratic disturbance term. 

A higher market liquidity, measured by tighter bid-ask spreads, is expected for the most 

recently issued bonds (lower age) and for the ones having larger outstanding amounts. 

Also, liquidity is expected to deteriorate when financial uncertainty (VSTOXX) and 

market stress are higher. The same applies to credit risk, as liquidity should be higher as 

smaller is the relative credit risk spread to Germany. Finally, a positive effect is expected 

from the loose monetary policy. 
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4 Results 

The present chapter presents the main results that stem from this study. 

Relatively to the bonds’ inherent characteristics, the older bonds the lower the bid-ask 

spread (the higher the market liquidity) which is not what one would expected, although 

being statistically significant for all the econometric specifications. Also, the hypothesis 

of non-linear relationship between bond’s age and liquidity cannot be rejected as it 

displays a significant coefficient at 5% for the three specifications. This means that the 

bid-ask spread tend to be lower (and market liquidity higher) in the bond’s middle age. 

Finally, outstanding amount affects positively market liquidity, i.e. the higher the bond’s 

outstanding amount the narrower the spreads, which is consistent with previous literature. 

However, it is not statistically significant in one of the specifications. 

In terms of financial market controls, the relative credit risk to Germany has a positive 

coefficient with the bid-ask spreads, which means higher credit-risk issuers have 

generally less liquid bonds and consequently investors face larger transaction costs on 

trading these assets. This is as anticipated and statistically significant at 1% level for any 

of the specifications. Market stress in financial markets also affects liquidity in EA 

government bond markets. As expected, less tensions in the interbank market reduce the 

bid-ask spread, as clearly shows the positive and mostly significant coefficients of the 

stress variable. However, the implied market volatility (VSTOXX) seems to be negatively 

correlated, meaning that market uncertainty would reduce the spreads and amplify the 

liquidity, which is not as predicted. It is even statistically significant, at a 10% 

significance level for two specifications. 

In relation to the shadow short rate, the first model provides a coefficient that is 

statistically negatively correlated with the bid-ask spreads (not expected). This goes 

against major conclusions of many authors reviewed in this work. However, the second 

and third specifications allow us to capture individual country effects and realise if the 

SSR effect is homogenous across the eight countries.  

The third specification allows us to compare and segregate the SSR effect on liquidity 

between north and south. The SSR is positive correlated, thus meaning that south 

countries (that take zero in the dummy 𝐷𝑔) would have a positive effect in liquidity from 

a loose monetary policy; whereas for north countries the effect would combine both terms 
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- SSR and 𝐷𝑔 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡 -, and the effect would be negatively stronger for these. An 

accommodative stance of monetary policy would decrease the shadow rate, hence 

increase liquidity in the south sovereign bond market while in the north group spreads 

would widen. However, SSR has no statistical significance while 𝐷𝑔 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡 is highly 

significant. 

The shadow short rate from the second specification provides the effect for the omitted 

country in the vector of interaction terms – Germany. The effects of this variable in the 

other countries has to consider both the SSR and the individual effect (relative to 

Germany) given by the interaction term of the specific country 𝐷𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑡. All the seven 

interaction terms are statistically significant at the 1% level. The countries where the 

accommodative stance of policy has a positive effect on liquidity (tighter spreads) are 

Portugal and Spain. In all others, the combination of both terms (SSR and interaction 

term) is negative, thus meaning dovish policies will increase the spreads, undermine bond 

market liquidity and impute a larger transaction cost. However, as all interaction term 

coefficients are positive and highly significant, this means this effect would be more 

severe in Germany than in any other country. This effect is also particularly painful for 

Belgium. 
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Table 2 - Panel estimates for the specifications (1), (2) and (3), respectively. 

 

(1) Coefficient 

Robust 

Standard 

Error 

 
(2) Coefficient 

Robust 

Standard 

Error 

 
(3) Coefficient 

Robust 

Standard 

Error   

Age -0.000319** 0.000132 
 

Age -0.000288*** 0.000080 
 

Age -0.000353*** 0.001127 

Age2 0.000011** 0.000005 
 

Age2 0.000006** 0.000003 
 

Age2 0.000011** 0.000004 

Outstanding Amount -0.003638*** 0.001266 
 

Outstanding Amount -0.000854 0.000608 
 

Outstanding Amount -0.002502** 0.001082 

Shadow Short Rate -0.000130*** 0.000027 
 

Shadow-short rate -0.000887*** 0.000141 
 

Shadow-short rate 0.000056 0.000054 

Volatility -0.000005* 0.000003 
 

DAT*SSR 0.000757*** 0.000101 
 

Dg*SSR -0.000550*** 0.000114 

Market Stress 0.001998*** 0.000517 
 

DBE*SSR 0.000538*** 0.000074 
 

Volatility -0.000005* 0.000003 

Credit risk 0.002345*** 0.000429 
 

DES*SSR 0.001232*** 0.000144 
 

Market Stress 0.001962*** 0.000491 

Constant 0.036184*** 0.011565 
 

DFR*SSR 0.000807*** 0.000133 
 

Credit risk 0.002343*** 0.000414 

R-squared 0.4860   
 

DIT*SSR 0.000661*** 0.000114 
 

Constant 0.025627** 0.009947 

Observations 176 407  
 

DNL*SSR 0.000710*** 0.000129 
 

R-squared 0.4746   

Number of bonds 77  
 

DPT*SSR 0.002906*** 0.000242 
 

Observations 176 407  

 
    

 
Volatility -0.000006** 0.000003 

 
Number of bonds 77   

    
Market Stress 0.002667*** 0.000416 

    

    
Credit risk 0.002075*** 0.000388 

    

    
Constant 0.010039* 0.005712 

    

    
R-squared 0.3757   

    
Note: Sample period from January 2010 to December 

2018.  
Observations 176 407  

    

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
  

Number of bonds 77   
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5 Conclusion 

This work investigates the liquidity of the Euro area sovereign bond secondary market 

and its relationship with recent monetary policy developments by using a sample of 

government bonds from eight different countries. The models employed controls for 

bond-specific characteristics, such as age and outstanding amount, as well as financial 

market conditions such as uncertainty, interbank stress and credit risk. 

As predicted, the results confirm that market illiquidity has a tendency to be more severe 

under financial stress and higher credit risk conditions. Also, higher outstanding amounts 

are a significant factor in terms of bond liquidity and the sensitivity to bond’s age has 

non-linear effects. However, the study fails to validate a positive relation of both age and 

market uncertainty with bid-ask spreads. 

The main purpose of this work was to find a connection between central banks’ policies 

and bond market liquidity. A shadow rate is used to quantify the stance of the policy. The 

simplest specification did not validate the expectation that dovish policies would ease 

liquidity conditions. However, in the specifications that followed, it is validated for 

Portugal and Spain, and consequently for the south European countries group (although 

not for France or Italy individually). On the contrary, Germany and Belgium are the 

countries more painfully affected by accommodative stances of policy. 

As a final thought, the use of volume-based measures from MTS platform would certainly 

enrich the analysis of the EA fixed-income liquidity by diversifying both the liquidity 

dimensions and categories examined as well as the data source, since MTS is the largest 

interdealer trading system in this market. 
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Appendix 1 – Liquidity dimensions (author’s construction based on Bervas (2006) and 

Muranaga (1999)). 
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Appendix 2 - List of market liquidity indicators (other than bid-ask spread). 

Indicator Description 

Roll Measure 

Transaction-cost based measure, which is calculated from the negative 

autocovariance of returns. 

S = 2√−𝐶𝑜𝑣(∆𝑝𝑡 , ∆𝑝𝑡+1) 

Amihud 

Illiquidity  

Indicator 

Market-impact measure, that measures daily price variations (daily returns) 

by each "dollar" of turnover. 

Amihud = 
|𝑟𝑡|

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡
 

Market-

Efficiency 

Coefficient 

(MEC) 

Price-based measure, which computes the ratio of long-term return variance 

to the short-term return variance. 

MEC = 
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑅𝑡)

𝑇 𝑥 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑟𝑡)
 

T is number of the shorter period embed in the longer one.  

Trading volume 
Volume and trade-based measure, that translates the total daily value of the 

trades executed. 

Value Turnover 
Volume and trade-based measure, that computes the total daily value of the 

transactions executed.  

Zero trading 

days 

Trade-based measure, which computes the proportion of zero-return days. It 

is based on the notion that zero returns arise when there is no market 

activity.  

Zeros = 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜−𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 (𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ)
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Appendix 3 - List of bond securities (Bloomberg ticker) whose data was collected, by 

country. 

Italy (20) France (19) Germany (11) 

BTPS 4.25 09/01/2019 Govt FRTR 4.25 04/25/2019 Govt DBR 3.5 07/04/2019 Govt 

BTPS 2.35 09/15/2019 Govt FRTR 8.5 25/10/2019 Govt DBR 3.25 01/04/2020 Govt 

BTPS 4.5 02/01/2020 Govt FRTR 3.75 25/10/2019 Govt DBR 6.25 01/04/2024 Govt 

BTPS 4.25 03/01/2020 Govt FRTR 2.25 25/07/2020 Govt DBR 6.5 07/04/2027 Govt 

BTPS 3.75 08/01/2021 Govt FRTR 3.75 25/04/2021 Govt DBR 4.75 07/04/2028 Govt 

BTPS 4.75 08/01/2023 Govt FRTR 8.25 25/04/2022 Govt DBR 6.25 01/04/2030 Govt 

BTPS 2.6 09/15/2023 Govt FRTR 8.5 25/04/2023 Govt DBR 5.5 01/04/2031 Govt 

BTPS 9 11/01/2023 Govt FRTR 2.1 25/07/2023 Govt DBR 4.75 07/04/2034 Govt 

BTPS 5 03/01/2025 Govt FRTR 4.25 25/10/2023 Govt DBR 4 01/04/2037 Govt 

BTPS 7.25 11/01/2026 Govt FRTR 6 25/10/2025 Govt DBR 4.25 07/04/2039 Govt 

BTPS 6.5 11/01/2027 Govt FRTR 5.5 25/04/2029 Govt DBR 4.75 07/04/2040 Govt 

BTPS 5.25 11/01/2029 Govt FRTR 3.4 25/07/2029 Govt  

BTPS 6 05/01/2031 Govt FRTR 3.15 25/07/2032 Govt  

BTPS 5.75 02/01/2033 Govt FRTR 5.75 25/10/2032 Govt  

BTPS 5 08/01/2034 Govt FRTR 4.75 25/04/2035 Govt  

BTPS 2.35 09/15/2035 Govt FRTR 4 25/10/2038 Govt  

BTPS 4 02/01/2037 Govt FRTR 1.8 25/07/2040 Govt  

BTPS 5 08/01/2039 Govt FRTR 4.5 25/04/2041 Govt  

BTPS 5 09/01/2040 Govt FRTR 4 25/04/2055 Govt  

BTPS 2.55 09/15/2041 Govt   

   

Spain (8) Austria (6) The Netherlands (5) 

SPGB 4.6 07/30/2019 Govt RAGB 4.35 03/15/2019 Govt NETHER 4 07/15/2019 Govt 

SPGB 4.3 10/31/2019 Govt RAGB 3.9 07/15/2020 Govt NETHER 7.5 01/15/2023 Govt 

SPGB 4.8 01/31/2024 Govt RAGB 3.5 09/15/2021 Govt NETHER 3.75 01/15/2023 Govt 

SPGB 6 01/31/2029 Govt RAGB 4.85 03/15/2026 Govt NETHER 5.5 01/15/2028 Govt 

SPGB 5.75 07/30/2032 Govt RAGB 6.25 07/15/2027 Govt NETHER 4 01/15/2037 Govt 

SPGB 4.2 01/31/2037 Govt RAGB 4.15 03/15/2037 Govt  

SPGB 4.9 07/30/2040 Govt   
SPGB 4.7 07/30/2041 Govt   
 

  

Belgium (4) Portugal (4)  

BGB 4 03/28/2019 Govt PGB 4.75 06/14/2019 Govt 
 

BGB 4 03/28/2022 Govt PGB 3.85 04/15/2021 Govt  

BGB 5.5 03/28/2028 Govt PGB 4.95 10/25/2023 Govt  

BGB 5 03/28/2035 Govt PGB 4.1 04/15/2037 Govt  
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Appendix 4 – Sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series, by country. 

Graph 1 - Austrian sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 

 

Graph 2 – Belgian sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 
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Graph 3 – German sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 

  

Graph 4 – Spanish sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 

 

Graph 5 – French sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 
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Graph 6 – Italian sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 

 

 

Graph 7 – Dutch sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 

 

Graph 8 – Portuguese sovereign bonds’ bid-ask spread time series 
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